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VOLUME

This knob controls the main instrument (preset) volume (doesn’t affect the additional layers).

PAN

Left/right pan for the main instrument (preset).

ATTACK

Shapes the start of the sound samples by setting the time it takes until the sound goes from
silent to the loudest level.silent to the loudest level.

RELEASE

Determines the tail of the sound samples, how long it takes to return to silence after the key
is released. Longer release means a longer fadeout. 

REVERB

Simple room reverb module for sound depth and presence.

TUNE

Lowest setting means -1 octave, middle is initial sound, while highest setting is +1 octaveLowest setting means -1 octave, middle is initial sound, while highest setting is +1 octave

CONTROLS
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MODULATION SECTION

     RATE
     Determines the speed of the LFO modulation

     DEPTH
     Sets the depth of the LFO modulation

     WAVEFORM
     Selector for the waveform type which determines the shape of the modulation     Selector for the waveform type which determines the shape of the modulation
     (triangle, sin, saw, square & exponent)

     SOURCE
     Sets the modulation source/target (mod wheel, aftertouch & velocity). You can
     also disable it (none).

     DESTINATION
     A dropdown menu where all the possible modulation destinations are shown
     (pitch, expression & pan). You can also disable it (none).     (pitch, expression & pan). You can also disable it (none).
     

FILTER SECTION

     CUTOFF
     Sets the filter cuttoff for lowpass/highpass filter.

     FILTER TYPE
     Here you can select the desired filter (lowpass or highpass).

MEL/LOFI
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FX LAYERS

Mel-Lofi features 4 additional fx that can be layered with the main presets: vinyl, radio,
mechanical belt and rain.

All of these 4 fx are looped for continuous play and have individual volume sliders and on/off
knobs. Each is labelled with its corresponding note across the keyboard.

In order to add these fx to the score, either keep their corresponding key note pressed while
recording, or simply add/insert the note directly in the piano roll.recording, or simply add/insert the note directly in the piano roll.
     

ADDITONAL INFO

Double click on each knob to bring it to the initial state.

The “audiolatry” logo opens the audiolatry.com official website in your default browser.

All samples are looped for continuous play.
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For more information, you can contact us at:
contact@audiolatry.com

Alternatively, you can follow our social channels:
https://www.facebook.com/audiolatry
https://twitter.com/audiolatry

https://www.instagram.com/audiolatry/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ7yTtWFxGpIW3_THuzbGQwhttps://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ7yTtWFxGpIW3_THuzbGQw

https://www.audiolatry.com/
Audiolatry User Guides - All right reserved
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